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PUBLIC DISCOURSE ON MIGRATION

Media Monitoring and Opinion polls
Qualitative and Quantitative
Analysis of the news coverage and surveys on public perception
There is no clear correlation between the amount of news coverage on migration and the fear towards migrants.
VOICES OF REFUGEES AND MIGRANTS - ITALY
(Newscasts, 7 nationwide TV channels, 2016)

Source: Osservatorio di Pavia, on Security for Associazione Carta di Roma
The amount of news on migration rises during the picks of migration flows
Migration became a relevant topic in all 5 European newscasts
NEWS ON BREXIT AND MIGRATION – ITALY, GERMANY, UK, FRANCE, SPAIN
(Newscasts. 5 nationwide European TV channels. June 2016)

BREXIT – MIGRATION

Source: Osservatorio di Pavia for Associazione Carta di Roma
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